Beechinor Bros.
Simmental Bull & Female Sale

Monday, March 2nd, 2020 • 1:00 PM
Beechinor Sale Facility • Bentley, AB

with Beechinor Land and Livestock
DGR Cattle Company • Skyline Simmentals
Welcome to our eighth annual sale, before we get into talking about the offering, we would like to again take a moment to thank you. Whether it is bidding or buying, offering a helping hand, giving knowledgeable advice or allowing us to farm your land. Without your support we wouldn’t be able to continue doing what we love.

One of our main goals every year is to bring you an animal that is of the highest quality. We spend countless hours looking for our next breeding piece, with the idea that this individual will need to create offspring that will be profitable for the commercial market. This year we are excited to offer the first offspring off two of these individuals. Elevation and Challenger have both exceeded our expectations and will have an ever lasting impression on our herd. The bulls are fed on a TMR diet that consists of corn and cereal silage, chopped hay and a starch free pellet. All the ingredients are tested and balanced to try and allow the animal to achieve a strong ADG without harming their long-term development.

For those of you who are new to our program, we are a family run purebred Simmental operation. We will be calving out close to 300 purebred females, some which are part of our embryo program. We are fortunate to still be farming along side my parents, Barney and Melody. Over the years they have been our major support system giving us years of knowledge and many hours of help. Again, Dad has opened his entire replacement heifer pen letting us have his top heifers for your appraisal. Also, we care for and manage DGR Cattle Company’s herd. Daryl and Roberta Renaud are very good family friends and we appreciate all their support throughout the year.

Beechinor Land and Livestock, Stefon and Rebecca, had an exciting year. Most importantly they welcomed their son, Tyce, into the world. Earlier in the year they sold the highest selling bull in Canada bringing an amazing $275,000. Along with all the excitement they have created an outstanding group of bulls. This year will be the first time they will have on offer a group of extra age bulls. Beside the extra age bulls there is a strong group of yearlings. Some of these are carrying the highly sought after polled head.

We would also like to welcome Amanda Steffler, Skyline Simmentals, back again this year. Last year she decided that the bulls she had weren’t the quality she wanted to offer and made the decision that they were better as steers. I applauded her for this, knowing that it wasn’t easy on cash flow, being a college student and all! This year she has brought in her top end and are sure to impress.

All the bulls are currently being gene tested in one form or another. All the Fullblood bulls have been tested for the dilution gene. A non-dilutor will not throw a grey calf if crossed with a black cow. The red and black bulls have been tested for the homozygous polled gene. A Homozygous polled bull will poll 100% of his calves. Also, this year we tested the black bulls for coat color. A Homozygous black bull’s calves will always have a black hair coat.

We know that sale day is busy for you and that there can be schedule conflicts. If this is your situation, we invite you to come out to the farm and view the bull and heifer pens at your convenience or join us the day prior to the sale for our open house. If you are unable to be present on sale day and are wanting to participate, we encourage you to phone us or take advantage of the trusted and professional staff at Transcon Livestock.
SALES INFORMATION

SALES MANAGEMENT TEAM
Jay Good ................................................................. 403-556-5563
Cody Haney............................................................. 403-559-8809
Darren Paget............................................................ 403-923-3985
Glenn Norton............................................................ 780-542-0634

CONSIGNOR CONTACT INFO
John Beechinor......................................................... 403-352-8704
Stefon Beechinor..................................................... 403-597-4001
Amanda Steffler....................................................... 403-930-8033

SALE STAFF
Auctioneer.............................................................. Don Oberg
Ringmen ................................................................. Robert Lind, Mark Stock

ON LINE BIDDING
DLMS
Mark Shologan...................................................... 780-699-5082

SALE VIDEOS
Available Online at cattlevids.ca

SALE HEADQUARTERS
Comfort Inn & Suites, Sylvan Lake................................. 403-887-7884

INSURANCE
Kolton Kasur – Canadian Farm Insurance......................... 780-387-8376

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Sunday, March 1
Open House .......................................................... 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Monday, March 2
Pre-Sale Viewing .................................................. 9:30 am
Lunch .................................................................... 1:00 pm
Beechinor Bros Simmental Sale ................................. 1:00 pm

VOLUME DISCOUNT
We would like to offer to our past, present and future customers, as a gesture of appreciation to anyone who purchases 3 or more BULLS, a discount of 5% off of their TOTAL INVOICE. Thank you for your support!

WELCOME FROM TRANSCON

On behalf of the Beechinors and their Guest Consignors welcome to the 8th annual Bull and Female Sale.

I’m going to tell you something about last year’s sale. They sold every animal! Let that sink in, it doesn’t happen very often. They sold EVERY animal!! Fellow Breeders, Farmers and Ranchers were fighting to get a piece of the genetics that were on offer at the Beechinor Bull and Female Sale.

Once again you’ll see a few different sire groups in this year’s catalogue. The two largest groups you’ll see this year are sired by Elevation and Challenger. Just so happens that they are two of the strongest too. Other bulls used include, but are not limited to: Missile, Titanium, BlueChip, BluePrint, Jahari, Jeremiah, Concept, Guerro and Dirty Harry. The bulls have been tested for Non Diluter and Polled genetics.

I would like to send out a huge congratulations to Stefon and Rebecca on two fronts.

First, and most importantly, on the birth of their bundle of joy, Tyce Beechinor, Second, having the high selling bull, Kalibre, in Canada!! He rang the bell at $275,000!! That’s not a typo, I didn’t add an extra zero. Congrats to Starwest for this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this.

The Beechinors put a strong emphasis in developing great and sound cow families. I love walking their fields and browsing the truly beautiful matriarchs. The heifers are coming right out of the replacement pen, they buy top cattle and sell top cattle! Thanks to Barney and Melody Beechinor for offering “cream of the crop heifers.”

Good friends to the Beechinors, are also guest consignors Daryl and Roberta Renaud of DGR Cattle Co and Amanda Steffler of Skyline Simmentals. See you March 2nd at the Beechinor Farm just south of Bentley. Don’t forget about the open house the night before the sale. You can take a good look at both bulls and heifers then. If you can’t attend the sale, please call our cells and take advantage of our trusted and proven order buying service. I think its important that you know we don’t get paid a red cent more on sale day than we do every other day , when we are out looking at cattle.

SIGHT UNSEEN
If you are unable to attend the sale, but are interested in bulls or heifers, please feel free to give the consignors a call prior to sale day and they will personally go over the bulls and your program to recommend the animal that would meet your needs. Following that, the Transcon Livestock Team will represent your needs in a professional and confidential manner.

SALE TERMS
Animals sell under the Transcon Livestock Corp. Sale Terms & Conditions which will be posted on sale day.

HEALTH & FERTILITY
All bulls will be scrotal measured. All bulls over 12 months of age will be semen tested. All bulls were treated with Ivomec and such products and have received all their vaccinations. Contact seller for details on programs. All sale bulls have been given Fusogard vaccine for foot rot prior to the sale.

EPD EXPLANATION
EPD’s are “Expected Progeny Differences”. They are a useful tool in selection. EPD’s incorporate the individual animal with its ancestry performance. EPD’s do no compare across cattle breeds. They are individual-based per breed. EPD’s indicate a probably variance above or below breed average for that trait for a given bull’s progeny. The accuracy of EPD’s for calendar year bull calves is generally about 20% (one out of five times) so use it cautiously as one of several selection tools.

Spring 2020 Canadian Simmental Association EPD Averages

DELIVERY
All bulls and heifers that are remaining to be housed after the sale must be insured. Bulls will be housed free of charge until April 15, 2018. Animals will be delivered free of charge to points across Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. This will be done at the buyer’s convenience, however, if the truck is in your area you may be asked to take your bull early. We will do our utmost to deliver your bull to your yard.

CONSIGNOR CONTACT INFO
John Beechinor......................................................... 403-352-8704
Stefon Beechinor..................................................... 403-597-4001
Amanda Steffler....................................................... 403-930-8033

SALE STAFF
Auctioneer.............................................................. Don Oberg
Ringmen ................................................................. Robert Lind, Mark Stock

ON LINE BIDDING
DLMS
Mark Shologan...................................................... 780-699-5082

SALE VIDEOS
Available Online at cattlevids.ca

SALE HEADQUARTERS
Comfort Inn & Suites, Sylvan Lake................................. 403-887-7884

INSURANCE
Kolton Kasur – Canadian Farm Insurance......................... 780-387-8376

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Sunday, March 1
Open House .......................................................... 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Monday, March 2
Pre-Sale Viewing .................................................. 9:30 am
Lunch .................................................................... 1:00 pm
Beechinor Bros Simmental Sale ................................. 1:00 pm

VOLUME DISCOUNT
We would like to offer to our past, present and future customers, as a gesture of appreciation to anyone who purchases 3 or more BULLS, a discount of 5% off of their TOTAL INVOICE. Thank you for your support!

WELCOME FROM TRANSCON

On behalf of the Beechinors and their Guest Consignors welcome to the 8th annual Bull and Female Sale.

I’m going to tell you something about last years sale. They sold every animal! Let that sink in, it doesn’t happen very often. They sold EVERY animal!! Fellow Breeders, Farmers and Ranchers were fighting to get a piece of the genetics that were on offer at the Beechinor Bull and Female Sale.

Once again you’ll see a few different sire groups in this year’s catalogue. The two largest groups you’ll see this year are sired by Elevation and Challenger. Just so happens that they are two of the strongest too. Other bulls used include, but are not limited to: Missile, Titanium, BlueChip, BluePrint, Jahari, Jeremiah, Concept, Guerro and Dirty Harry. The bulls have been tested for Non Diluter and Polled genetics.

I would like to send out a huge congratulations to Stefon and Rebecca on two fronts.

First, and most importantly, on the birth of their bundle of joy, Tyce Beechinor, Second, having the high selling bull, Kalibre, in Canada!! He rang the bell at $275,000!! That’s not a typo, I didn’t add an extra zero. Congrats to Starwest for this record setting purchase. There is good news too. He’s got a maternal brother in this years sale!

The Beechinors put a strong emphasis in developing great and sound cow families. I love walking their fields and browsing the truly beautiful matriarchs. The heifers are coming right out of the replacement pen, they buy top cattle and sell top cattle! Thanks to Barney and Melody Beechinor for offering “cream of the crop heifers.”

Good friends to the Beechinors, are also guest consignors Daryl and Roberta Renaud of DGR Cattle Co and Amanda Steffler of Skyline Simmentals. See you March 2nd at the Beechinor Farm just south of Bentley. Don’t forget about the open house the night before the sale. You can take a good look at both bulls and heifers then. If you can’t attend the sale, please call our cells and take advantage of our trusted and proven order buying service. I think its important that you know we don’t get paid a red cent more on sale day than we do every other day , when we are out looking at cattle.

Cody Haney
**Reference Sire**

---

**BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perf</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>AWW</th>
<th>CSA EPD</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MWW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>836</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sire**

- BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
- SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
- SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
- BAR 5 FF HEXAGON 412Y
- BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B
- MFI FLORA 6144

**Dam**

- DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
- BLCC MISS HOUSTON 144U
- SOUTH SEVEN NAVIGATOR 33N
- CONGOSIM HEXVAS
- RAAP N SKRAAP MArDA
- SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L

**Description**

Elevation is a bull that we purchased as the Canadian high selling Fleckvieh back in 2018. We knew he was good and after hours and hours of research decided that he would be the one to leave a big impact on our herd. What we didn’t know is how consistent and how big that impact would be in his first calf crop. His calves are born small and boy do they grow. Without summer creep feed his top 5 bulls averaged over 907lbs at the end of August. Those same 5 bulls averaged 88lbs at birth. On top of that he has done an exceptional job of adding capacity, hair and color to all his calves. Expect his sons to sire a group of strong uddered females.

---

**BEE SUMMIT 5G**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perf</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>AWW</th>
<th>CSA EPD</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MWW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>870</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>119.9</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sire**

- SOUTHEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
- BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E
- BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B

**Dam**

- KLYBER
- BMS MEREDYTH 5B
- ROLLING ACRES TREASURE

**Description**

Summit is an extremely dark red bull that is very complete in his make up. He has been an impressive individual that spent his summer in the show bull pen where many visitors admired him for his depth of body, long spine and overall mass. Summit’s dam, BMS Meredyth 5B, is a big bodied, dark red cow that likes to have small birth weight calves that get up and grow. To date she has two sons working in Quebec and a third out of last years sale going to James and Martha Wiebe from Prespatou, BC. Non Dilutor test pending.

---

**BEE RAMBLER I43G**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perf</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>AWW</th>
<th>CSA EPD</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MWW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>826</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sire**

- SOUTHEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
- BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E
- BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B

**Dam**

- VIRGINIAS TALLAHASSEE
- BEE MISS 143Y
- ANCHOR “T” INGRID 99K

**Description**

Rambler would be the bull I would describe as a meat machine. This shouldn’t come as a surprise as the Ingrid cow family is known around the farm for adding extra thickness. Rambler like many of his brothers is dark red with large wrap around goggles. BEE Miss 143Y, Rambler’s dam, is a larger made cow that has been an extremely productive cow creating 5 replacement females and now 3 high quality bulls. I look forward to seeing the set of replacements this guy will create. Non Dilutor test pending.
Booster is a large framed heavy muscled bull that has been a standout from the beginning. He offers a pedigree that is stacked with maternal greatness as well as performance. BEE 34X is a large framed cow with tremendous depth who has brought in outstanding calves. Look to Booster to add pounds to your calves and leave you a set of females that will bring in profits for years to come.

Non Dilutor test pending

BEE CH BROS XANDRA 34X Dam of Lot 3

Hoist is a bull that continues to impress me more all the time. He has a beautiful skull and front end that is followed by great depth in his heart and flank. BEE 197Y is a moderate framed good uddered cow that has been a productive cow leaving two daughters working in the herds of Dan and Aganeta Wiebe of Buick BC and Corbin Katona from Caroline, AB. Sierra also has a son working for Kent and Tracy Giesbrecht of Rimbey, AB. Non Dilutor test pending

A stout made, big wrap goggled bull that is docile and soft made from his heart to flank. These Black Gold Elevation sired cattle are consistent in their type and one of the strongest sire groups we’ve assembled for the sale. This bull’s most defining feature might be the momma cow that raised him. One of the real special ones in the herd whose first daughter commanded $31000 to Starwest, who produced a $32000 bull for them. Vanessa has also put sons into Dallas Phillips and Rob Sweets herds, and another breeding my fathers commercial cows. Again a Viper daughter rising to the occasion.
**Beechinoor Bros. Simmental Bull & Female Sale**

**Stroller is a moderate dark red bull with a double shot of thickness. This big topped bull was born small and in no time it was evident that his muscle mass was something to be impressed by. Stroller's dam, BEE 608D, is a heavily pigmented, moderate framed Magnum daughter that again goes back to the great Ingrid cow family. If this young cow can produce like her mother and grandmother she will be a cow that you will hear more about in the future.**

*Non Dilutor test pending*

**Elevate is a larger framed bull that doesn't give up. He started as one of the smaller calves at birth and by weaning day had surpassed all his pen mates to be the heaviest fleck bull at weaning. Elevate's dam is just a second calver that also has an outstanding daughter in the bred heifer pen. We are looking forward to watching her as she is just getting into her prime years.**

*Non Dilutor test pending*

**Taz is a large framed bull with great length and very dark red. If you are wanting to add some frame to your calves to increase your weights on sale day, I would be sure to check this guy out. Taz's dam is a big, deep bodied cow that has longevity build into her as her dam just came in open this fall at twelve years of age. These two cows crossed with Elevation should leave a group of females that everyone is looking for.**

*Non Dilutor test pending*
**BLL ELEVATE 914G**

**Sire**
- SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
- BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E
- BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B

**Dam**
- SIBELLE CODA 17A
- TRIPLE T GYPSY 8C
- DOUBLE BAR D GYPSY 64X

Elevation is a bull that has caught a lot of attention and he continues to hold it. He produces calves that not only come out with ease, but they grow and grow. Gibson has been a fan favourite since the day he was born. Stout, thick and soggy as they come. Gibson is backed by a cow that is well known for her ability to produce daughters that check off all the boxes. Chanzie is an easy fleshing, big footed cow that has the best disposition in the pen and Gibson is following right in her footsteps.

**BEE ALTITUDE 14G**

**Sire**
- SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
- BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E
- BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B

**Dam**
- SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
- BMS LIBERTY 14Z
- DFM MIA 215M

Altitude is a dark red easy fleshing bull that has a nice long spine. He travels the pen with ease and is the second bull calf that BMS 14Z has put into the bull pen since her arrival two years ago. 14Z is a deep bodied, good milking Jahari daughter. We are finding that the Jahari females continually raise good calves that are noted for their ease of muscling and docility. Altitude's maternal brother is currently working for Brett Koples of Rocky Mountain House, AB.

**SLS GIBSON 5G**

**Sire**
- SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
- BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E
- BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B

**Dam**
- BEE VORTEX 12A
- KEET'S CHANZIE 5C
- MOOSE CREEK MS MARCUS 29Y

Gibson has been a fan favourite since the day he was born. Stout, thick and soggy as they come. Gibson is backed by a cow that is well known for her ability to produce daughters that check off all the boxes. Chanzie is an easy fleshing, big footed cow that has the best disposition in the pen and Gibson is following right in her footsteps.
Horizon is a bigger framed Elevation son that has a heavy hair coat and great length. Horizon’s dam was purchased out of the Western Harvest female sale from Virginia Ranch. She is a moderate framed cow that is very similar in color to Horizon. She has a small little udder that is full of rich milk as her calves just simply grow. Horizon was among the big boys at the end of August coming in with an 842 lbs weaning weight. Note that Horizon’s EPDs are in the top 15% for WW, YW and Milk. Look forward to a heavy set of steers and strong replacement females out of this guy.

Non Dilutor test pending

Altitude is a long bodied beef bull with lots of substance and a hair coat to help keep comfortable in these cold prairie winters. His dam is a big powerful Viper daughter that gets pointed out by most visitors and hails from the same productive cow family as Lot 24. Her first son was selected by many time repeat customers Rosefield Simmentals at Prespatou, BC. These Viper daughters have developed into some of the most productive cows in the breed. Altitude will prove to sire big strapping steers and broody productive daughters. Breed these non dilutors to black cows and reap the benefits of adding some chrome and maternal strengths of the Fleckviehs. Non Dilutor

Non Dilutor test pending

Clinch is a bigger framed bull that is dark red and is as long as they come. His dam is a Moose Creek cow that was originally selected by Ferme BMS. It was hard not to be impressed by her when she first arrived. Her overall mass and huge feet were only the beginning. She layed down and had a beautiful heifer that first winter, she is an impressive deep bodied bred in the bred heifer pen. This year she raised Clinch which I believe will continue to grow into an outstanding herd bull. Non Dilutor test pending

Non Dilutor test pending
Bear is another bull out of a second calver who has big wrap around goggles. Other attributes that make Bear an attractive individual is that he is finer boned with good muscling, dark red and is developing a great set of testicles. Bear’s dam, BEE 679D, is another member of the Ingrid cow family and is backed by Magnum on the topside. We are very happy with the magnum females and their productivity. Non Dilutor test pending

Oscar is a heavy haired bull that is solid in his color pattern. He is very smooth shoudlered with a very nice skull, which would lead one to believe that he will calve very well. BMS 48Z, Oscar’s dam, is a lighter coloured cow with a very well structured udder. Last year she raised one of the top heifer prospects that would now be considered the top bred heifer to calve this spring. She was admired by visitors all summer and we look forward to her influence on our Fleckvieh herd. Non Dilutor test pending

Macdon has been a bull that has been very eye appealing since the day he was born. This soggy thick topped bull has an extremely good temperament, often coming up to you in the pen for a scratch. Macdon’s dam, BEE 543C, is a moderate framed cow with an outstanding udder. Since being selected by DGR Cattle company, Tricia has been a busy girl raising a bull who unfortunately was injured just prior to his bull sale and then raised a feature bred female that sold to Ferme Gagnon in Quebec this past fall. This production isn’t a surprise as her mother is a maternal sister to the great She Devil cow. Co owned with DGR Cattle Co. Non Dilutor test pending
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**Lot 18**

BEE OLAF 669G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>BEECH BROS UDAMAN 401U</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dam</td>
<td>BEECH BROS WILEEN 934W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Olaf is a dark cherry red bull that is smaller in stature with huge wrap around jowls. Much like his grandsire, Viking, Olaf is deep bodied and moves extremely well. Like Viking, he is also built for ease of calving with a nice smooth skull and clean front end. Make note of his 80lbs birth weight. Olaf’s dam, BEE 669D, is a smaller made second calver with a extremely tidy udder and has the ability to produce. Jayden Warren of Caroline, selected 669D’s first heifer calf as his show prospect for this last summers show season.

Non Dilutor test pending

**Lot 19**

BLL JESTER 929G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dam</td>
<td>BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A moderate made bull that is super square in his build and easy to like. Dark dark red with lots of pigment and hair. This guy is one of the younger bulls in the pen. Jesters young dam is an own daughter of the phenomenal She Devil 12S who needs little introduction to anyone who has been following our program. We crossed She Devil with Valor to combine two of our top cow families and Jezebel was created. Her first calf was our top bred heifer last year and with Jester as a follow up, the future looks bright for this strong uddered young cow. Another non dilutor that won’t give you greys on black cows. Non Dilutor

**Lot 20**

BEE BOURNE 29G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>JNR'S TITANIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dam</td>
<td>BEECH BROS XEXILIA 29X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BEE 29G This liver red bull has been an eye catcher since he was born. With his heavy pigmentation and dark red color it was hard not to stare. Bourne has developed into a soft sided, long spined bull that is smooth made and has a great temperament. Bourne’s dam, BEE 29X, is a big deep bodied, heavy milking cow that is also heavily pigmented and dark in color. 29X has been a female maker with two daughters working for us as well as two other daughters working for Cow Boss Simmentals and Cherry Creek Farms. Our Titanium females, although young, seem to have good milk and will be strong producing cows. Non Dilutor test pending
A heavily pigmented stylish smooth made homo polled bull that has great length of body combined with a large quarter and big top. Method completes the package with an intriguing pedigree. His grand dam is the Patricia cow who at 16 years old is still producing here. Patricia has one of the most outstanding track records on the farm producing notable daughters like She Devil and Atricia for us and sons like Duramax at Berwest and Cobalt at Skyline. Her daughters, grand daughters and great grand daughters are all carrying on the tradition of producing top end progeny as is evident here with Method. Methods dam produced a previous high seller out of Equation to DGR whose son sells as Lot 16 and has put a couple of daughters in the herd. Homozygous Polled, Non Dilutor

BEE TREADSTONE 665G
FULLBLOOD 1285089 BEE 665G JAN 5, 2019

JNR STEELE 248Z
JNR’S TITANIUM
MFI LOLITA 8050
WESTDRUMS ANDREW
RICOCHE T ELLA 665D
RICOCHE T TRIX 754T

RICOCHE T ELLA 665D
Dam of Lot 21

Treadstone is a broken patterned bull that has been deep and soggy since he was a youngster. Treadstone is a unique individual in that his mother is the only Westdrums Andrew female currently working in Canada. RLB 665D was the high selling female in the Southern Alberta Round Up sale in 2017 when she was just a calf. We look forward to continuing to work with this young outcross pedigree cow and the new dimension she will add to our herd. Non Dilutor test pending

SLS GRAINITE 334G
FULLBLOOD 1301394 SLS 334G JAN 22, 2019

JNR’S TITANIUM
BEE COBALT 25E
EAGLE- RIDE PATRICIA 25P
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
BEE PANDITA 334A
BEECH BROS YAZMIN 115Y

BEACH BROS YAZMIN 115Y
Grand Dam of Lot 22

Granite is a bull that has a pedigree loaded with maternal influence. Pendita is a cow that is heavily pigmented, fantastic udder and fancy as they come. She will add softness to anything you breed her too, and her calves grow like it’s their job. Cobalt is a maternal sibling to the well known, She Devil cow. This cow has made her mark at the Beechinor farm and still continues her legacy. With females like these on both sides, I have no doubt that Granite will pass on these sought after traits to his females. Granite will be the bull that will also add structure and mass to his bull and steer calves as well. He’s a smooth, soft made bull with the type of pedigree that is sure to impress. Non Dilutor test pending

BLL METHOD 912G
POLED FULLBLOOD 1301922 BLL 912G JAN 13, 2019

BRINK BULLET PROOF A342
JNR’S CONCEPT
JNR POLLED ELLEN 306Z
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
BEE ATRICIA 225Z
EAGLE- RIDE PATRICIA 25P

BEE ATRICIA 225Z Dam of Lot 23

A heavily pigmented stylish smooth made homo polled bull that has great length of body combined with a large quarter and big top. Method completes the package with an intriguing pedigree. His grand dam is the Patricia cow who at 16 years old is still producing here. Patricia has one of the most outstanding track records on the farm producing notable daughters like She Devil and Atricia for us and sons like Duramax at Berwest and Cobalt at Skyline. Her daughters, grand daughters and great grand daughters are all carrying on the tradition of producing top end progeny as is evident here with Method. Methods dam produced a previous high seller out of Equation to DGR whose son sells as Lot 16 and has put

Non Dilutor test pending
Stetson is a long spine, big framed Climax son with a wonderful hair coat. Climax works extremely well for us, adding a nice amount of frame to his calves without sacrificing depth or muscle. His first daughter calved for us last year and we were extremely happy with the udders and the milk he put into his daughters. BMS 34ZB, Stetson’s dam, is a nice framed female that has a stacked pedigree with the likes of Rogant, Franchesca, Western Union, Jumbo and Legend to name a few. Last year she had an outstanding heifer calf that we unfortunately lost due to injury. Note that Stetson’s Dam is a maternal sister to our high selling bred heifer this past fall.

Non Dilutor test pending

Sire
BRINK HUCKLEBERRY Y158
BRINK R785
JNR’S SALTON
JNR’S POLLED ELLEN

Dam
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
RICHMOND REGIS
ANCHOR D SUNKITA 19M

Yellow Jacket is a rugged polled beef bull with a ton of potential. He is the natural calf off of Saffron 3S, a member of our donor line up. Saffron has had numerous sons that went to breeders over the years and produced the $27,500 high selling bred to JNR and Kulyk in 2015. Yellow Jacket impressed us all summer long and came in with the highest actual weaning weight of my Fleck bulls being 865 lbs in mid August, not a small feat for a 14 year old cow. Look for this guy to poll some calves without giving up performance and produce those tan steers the market is demanding along with a very strong set of replacement females with lots of longevity. You won’t find many of these Concept sons around and feel lucky to have caught JNR on a weak day when I asked about semen.

Sire
BRINK BULLET PROOF A342
JNR’S CONCEPT
JNR POLLED ELLEN 306Z

Dam
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
EAGLE-RIDGE SAFFRON 3S
ANCHOR D MYSTIQUE 11P

Yellow Jacket is a rugged polled beef bull with a ton of potential. He is the natural calf off of Saffron 3S, a member of our donor line up. Saffron has had numerous sons that went to breeders over the years and produced the $27,500 high selling bred to JNR and Kulyk in 2015. Yellow Jacket impressed us all summer long and came in with the highest actual weaning weight of my Fleck bulls being 865 lbs in mid August, not a small feat for a 14 year old cow. Look for this guy to poll some calves without giving up performance and produce those tan steers the market is demanding along with a very strong set of replacement females with lots of longevity. You won’t find many of these Concept sons around and feel lucky to have caught JNR on a weak day when I asked about semen.

Sire
BRINK HUCKLEBERRY Y158
BRINK R785
JNR’S SALTON
JNR’S POLLED ELLEN

Dam
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
RICHMOND REGIS
ANCHOR D SUNKITA 19M

Stetson is a long spine, big framed Climax son with a wonderful hair coat. Climax works extremely well for us, adding a nice amount of frame to his calves without sacrificing depth or muscle. His first daughter calved for us last year and we were extremely happy with the udders and the milk he put into his daughters. BMS 34ZB, Stetson’s dam, is a nice framed female that has a stacked pedigree with the likes of Rogant, Franchesca, Western Union, Jumbo and Legend to name a few. Last year she had an outstanding heifer calf that we unfortunately lost due to injury. Note that Stetson’s Dam is a maternal sister to our high selling bred heifer this past fall.

Non Dilutor test pending

Sire
SOUTH SEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
KUNTZ CLIMAX 12C
KUNTZ MISS MOSES 03X

Dam
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
BMS WINDY 34B
FBMS 347M MANDY 26X

Stetson is a long spine, big framed Climax son with a wonderful hair coat. Climax works extremely well for us, adding a nice amount of frame to his calves without sacrificing depth or muscle. His first daughter calved for us last year and we were extremely happy with the udders and the milk he put into his daughters. BMS 34ZB, Stetson’s dam, is a nice framed female that has a stacked pedigree with the likes of Rogant, Franchesca, Western Union, Jumbo and Legend to name a few. Last year she had an outstanding heifer calf that we unfortunately lost due to injury. Note that Stetson’s Dam is a maternal sister to our high selling bred heifer this past fall.

Non Dilutor test pending
Felix is a dark red bull with huge feet and is a favourite amongst the family. He is extremely quiet and will often find you in the pen in order to get a pat. This good haired bull’s dam was purchased from Spruceview Acres as a bred heifer and is able to produce year after year. Standout is a bull we used a few years back but ran out of semen. Fortunately, we were able to get our hands on another package. These cattle are hard not to like with their easy fleshing ability, great hair coats and strong color patterns. Non Dilutor test pending

A polled performance bull with dark red coloring………. his name is Thatcher. This square topped bull has two big wrap around goggles and has been a ‘standout’ since birth. Usually I would cut a calf with his birth weight but he is long and built right for calving. His mother is a moderate framed cow and she had this guy like he was 90lbs. It wasn’t until I flipped him into the toboggan that I realized he was bigger than I thought. If you’re looking to put a polled head on your calves without losing pounds on your steers take a good look at this fellow. Co owned with DGR Cattle Co. Non Dilutor test pending

Have you been looking for your next heifer bull??? If so, stop and take gander at this guy. He started with a small 66lbs birth weight out of a first calf Titanium daughter. Leon’s sire, Clearwater Leonidas, is a bull that was raised by the Smith family and goes back to a She Devil daughter we sold at Friday Night Lights. When Chad phoned and asked if I would be interested on a semen package off her first son the answer was simply, “yes please’. We used him successfully on 8 bred heifers and Leon was the only bull calf. Oh, I should mention he comes with a polled head. Co owned with DGR Cattle Co. Non Dilutor test pending
A small 72 lb birthweight bull that has calving ease prospect written all over. He combines 3 generations of herdsires we've used very successfully as heifer bulls. He's smooth made with a small skull and nice length of body. His sire Sunny Valley Sargent did a great job across North America siring low birth weight cattle and leaving a tremendous maternal influence. Sarg's dam stems from a super proven cow line and she is a big barrelled moderate framed Titanium daughter with lots of milk and a very tidy udder. To top it off he is polled and a Non Dilutor.

Lot 30

BEE MATTHEWS 318G
FULLBLOOD 1285092 BEE 318G JAN 6, 2019

Lot 31

BEE MARNER 43G
FULLBLOOD 1285092 BEE 43G JAN 6, 2019

Matthews and Marner are full siblings to our high selling bred heifer this last fall, selling to wonderful people of Rand-Mar. These big framed boys are both embryo calves out of an absolutely beautiful daughter of Jumbo. She came to us from the purchase we made out east and it was very evident that she was something special the second she walked off the truck. Although a bit different in color these two brothers are similar in stature and type. I know my dad would tell you that these two guys will leave a set of steers that will turn heads and get the buyers attention. This year we have several Dirty Harry daughters calving and WOW! They are good uddered females and it looks like they are going to have ample milk. Adding these genetics to your females will only make you money. We also have a tremendous full sister in the replacement heifer pen that won’t be allowed to leave the farm. Non Dilutor test pending

Lot 32

BLL SARC 907G
POLLED FULLBLOOD 1301991 BLL 907G JAN 6, 2019

A small 72 lb birthweight bull that has calving ease prospect written all over. He combines 3 generations of herdsires we’ve used very successfully as heifer bulls. He’s smooth made with a small skull and nice length of body. His sire Sunny Valley Sargent did a great job across North America siring low birth weight cattle and leaving a tremendous maternal influence. Sarg’s dam stems from a super proven cow line and she is a big barrelled moderate framed Titanium daughter with lots of milk and a very tidy udder. To top it off he is polled and a Non Dilutor.

Lot 30

Lot 31

Lot 32
A polled bull whose tidy uddered young mother did a bang up job on her first attempt. His growth was always evident and he weighed up well at weaning. This single goggled bull will be admired for his length of body and how much meat he packs onto his skeleton. His natural muscle shape competes with any of the horned bulls in the pen and is truly impressive. His dam was purchased from Keato Meadows as I jumped at the opportunity to reincorporate the Whisteria cow family back into the herd. She is an all time favourite of ours and has done great things for Keato Meadows in her time there.

Non Dilutor

Iron Horse is a moderate framed, deep bodied bull that is backed by one of our top end Fleckvieh cows. BDB 67W, is a very impressive cow that passes her broodiness and easy fleshing ability onto all of her offspring.

To date all of her calves have made it to the top of their respective groups. Many have been high sellers in the bull sales going to great cattlemen such as Silver Lake Farms, Wheatland Colony, Northway Cattle and Erskine Colony. Those only represent her bull calves. There is also a beautiful bred heifer and an outstanding full sister to Iron Horse in the replacement pen. Take a good look at this guy. Non Dilutor test pending
We dug deep into the tank and brought out some old proven embryos to begin our fall program with. Here is a full brother to SU Painter, a bull that was used in many programs and left lots of highly productive females in the breed. Miss Jenny was a cow that was highly functional even into her senior years with an excellent udder and lots of milk. Her son, War Paint, is a solid patterned bigger framed bull that's extremely long bodied and will do a great job of adding growth and pounds to your calves in the fall. Once again a bull with high maternal capabilities that will leave a set of daughters that will be cornerstones in your herd for years.

Another classic genetic package. When studying pedigrees of modern Fleckvieh herdsires, Jahari can be a common ancestor to many. He was a popular bull and many of the truly great ones in the breed are direct progeny of his. Here’s an opportunity to add the potency of his legacy into your herd. Hansel crushes the competition in performance and when you see him in the flesh you will know why. He’s a large framed bull with lots of length but still complete in his makeup. A bull with his size, athleticism and a bit more maturity should be able to efficiently cover more cows than a typical yearling bull could. His dam is a cow that was a premier donor in numerous herds through her illustrious life.

Master Plan is a polled scurred son of the potent Blueprint herdsire. A bull with a couple more months of age and maturity. He was born small and quickly became a favourite in his group. Dark dark red with smoothness and muscling ability. His dam is a cow who I’ve admired for many years and whose influence can be seen at each Kuntz Simmentals bull sale. We first added Miss Moses 03X impact in our program with her $460000 son Climax. When these Blueprint embryos were offered for sale we jumped at the chance to incorporate her even further. A special bull here. Non Dilutor.
Tons of rib shape and dimension to him. Look for Josiah to mature into one impressive herd bull and be a bull you'll be excited to turn out with a big group of cows. Mothered by a Viper daughter who happens to be a maternal sister to our anchor donor Unbelievable 1U. Their dam Ms Suzie is still going strong at 14 years old. Gibbons Jeremiah was one of the most impressive herd bulls in the business and lived into his teens. These fall born bulls were developed slowly so look for extra longevity out of them.

**T**  
**Sire** | **Dam**  
--- | ---  
BLL JOSIAH 849F | SALAMON  
FULLBLOOD 1302383 | MFI WHISTLER 47L  
BEE SUZETTE 478B | GIBBONS JEREMIAH 82C  
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W  
Virginia MS Suzie | RHY EVIE 62C

**GIBBONS JEREMIAH**  
Sire of Lot 39

**SKORS CHALLENGER 31E**  
POLLED PUREBRED 1219567  
ETZ 31E JAN 5, 2017

**Sire** | **Dam**  
--- | ---  
NF TRUMP S582 | NF DR. ATKINS P35F  
CDI AUTHORITY 77X | FF MS EXALTING E582  
CDI MS CROCKET 88T | LBR CROCKET R81  
SHS ENTICER P1B | CDI MISS SHEAR FORCE 4N  
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y | TCF/RCC TEMPTATION G640  
SKORS MS FORTUNE 141T | ROCKY HILLS JD  
SKORS BLACK FORTUNE 43R | CNS DREAM ON L186

Challenger is a dark red moderate framed bull that we purchased as a high seller from Skors Simmentals. He is a bull that is very clean fronted and with that extra length of spine. Challenger is backed on both the top and bottom sides of his pedigree by maternal greatness. His first crop of females look outstanding and are basically carbon copies of one and other. For the most part they are extremely dark red and are soft made with great temperaments. His bull calves were born small and have that little extra style to them. He has put a nice square hip into all his bulls and they are all developing a strong set of testicles.

**BLL/RTL DAREDEVIL 919G**  
POLLED PUREBRED 1302717  
BEE 919G JAN 22, 2019

**Sire** | **Dam**  
--- | ---  
CDI AUTHORITY 77X | NF TRUMP S582  
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E | CDI MS CROCKET 88T  
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y | SHS ENTICER P1B  
IPU RED ZONE 16A | SKORS MS FORTUNE 141T  
IPU 197X POCAHONTAS 61C | MAF R HORIZON 7Y  
IPU 68M RED ESSENCE 197X | BOYNECREST BLACK JEWEL 6S  
**PERF** | **CE** | **BW** | **AWW** | **CSA EPD** | **BW** | **WW** | **YW** | **MLK** | **MCE** | **MWW**  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
82 | 779 | 6 | 2.7 | 78.6 | 119.7 | 14.1 | 1.6 | 53.4

Sper stout, moderate made with added dimension through his rib cage and softness through his heart all. Challenger's dam, Fortune 176Y, is about as phenotypically complete as you will find and by combining her with the Pocahontas 68M cow family through 61C, this bull has tremendous maternal possibilities. We were excited to have teamed up with Red Top to acquire 61C as the high seller from Simmsational. She’s a long-bodied, broody made cow with lots of muscle and style. With great production on her first few calves, she has quickly entered our flush programs and will be one to watch. **Homozygous polled.** Owned with Red Top Livestock and Beechinor Bros.
Beechinor Bros. Simmental Bull & Female Sale

41 BEE GOOGLE 534G
POLLED PUREBRED 1285108 BEE 534G JAN 12, 2019

Sire CDI AUTHORITY 77X
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y
NF TRUMP S582
CDI MS CROCET 88T
SHS ENTICER P1B
SHS ENTICER P1B
SKORS MS FORTUNE 141T
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268
BEE EXTACY 534C
BEE EXTACY 332A

Dam MOOSE-CREEK JENINE 73J
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E
MUIRHEADS NYDAM 54X
TNT GUNNER N208
CDI AUTHORITY 77X
PRL NYDAM 254N
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y
SHS ENTICER P1B
TNT MISS HONEY L9
SKORS MS FORTUNE 141T
RC STINGER 072K
SHS ENTICER P1B
Hook’s Robin Hood 5G
LFE RED CASINO 3036X
BEE DESIREE 637D
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
CDI MS CROCKET 88T
RC MISS NOHON 075
NF TRUMP S582

PERF BW AWW CSA EPD CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MMW
95 767
6.8 3.8 71.4 112.7 20.1 3 56.8

Picard is a deep flanked bull that has good frame and a thick hair coat. His dam, BEE 637D, was purchased by DGR Cattle Co. as the high selling red bred heifer in the 2017 Red and Black Female Sale. We feel fortunate to be able to work closely with Daryl and Roberta and were extremely excited to see this female come back to the farm. Desiree is beautiful young female that has a tremendous udder and raised an outstanding replacement female her first time around. I should also mention that she is a direct daughter from our top red donor female Nydam 54X. Co owned with DGR Cattle Co. Homozygous polled test pending

42 BEE PICARD 637G
POLLED PUREBRED 1285162 BEE 637G JAN 31, 2019

Sire CDI AUTHORITY 77X
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y
NF TRUMP S582
CDI MS CROCET 88T
SHS ENTICER P1B
SHS ENTICER P1B
SKORS MS FORTUNE 141T
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
MRL CAPONE 130B
BEE DESIREE 637D
MUIRHEADS NYDAM 54X
TNT GUNNER N208
PRL NYDAM 254N

Dam MOOSE-CREEK JENINE 73J
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E
MUIRHEADS NYDAM 54X
TNT GUNNER N208
CDI AUTHORITY 77X
PRL NYDAM 254N
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y
SHS ENTICER P1B
Hook’s Robin Hood 5G
LFE RED CASINO 3036X
BEE DESIREE 637D
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
CDI MS CROCKET 88T
RC MISS NOHON 075
NF TRUMP S582

PERF BW AWW CSA EPD CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MMW
91 815
7.6 3.1 72.6 108.2 20.7 2.7 57

Picard is a deep flanked bull that has good frame and a thick hair coat. His dam, BEE 637D, was purchased by DGR Cattle Co. as the high selling red bred heifer in the 2017 Red and Black Female Sale. We feel fortunate to be able to work closely with Daryl and Roberta and were extremely excited to see this female come back to the farm. Desiree is beautiful young female that has a tremendous udder and raised an outstanding replacement female her first time around. I should also mention that she is a direct daughter from our top red donor female Nydam 54X. Co owned with DGR Cattle Co. Homozygous polled test pending

43 BEE CAPTAIN KIRK 79G
POLLED PUREBRED 1285082 BEE 79G JAN 2, 2019

Sire CDI AUTHORITY 77X
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y
NF TRUMP S582
CDI MS CROCET 88T
SHS ENTICER P1B
SHS ENTICER P1B
SKORS MS FORTUNE 141T
RC STINGER 072K
TNT GUNNER N208
MUIRHEADS NYDAM 54X
PRL NYDAM 254N

Dam MOOSE-CREEK JENINE 73J
SKORS CHALLENGER 31E
MUIRHEADS NYDAM 54X
TNT GUNNER N208
CDI AUTHORITY 77X
PRL NYDAM 254N
SKORS RED FORTUNE 176Y
SHS ENTICER P1B
Hook’s Robin Hood 5G
LFE RED CASINO 3036X
BEE DESIREE 637D
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
CDI MS CROCKET 88T
RC MISS NOHON 075
NF TRUMP S582

PERF BW AWW CSA EPD CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MMW
73 778
10 1.6 66 95.3 25 5.1 58

Captain Kirk is a bigger framed Challenger son that is deep from his heart through to his flank. If you read BEE Picard 637G’s comment you already know how we feel about our Nydam 54X cow and here is a direct son. If you are wanting to add a shot of maternal power into your herd look no further. I believe that with the genetic combination of Challenger crossed with Nydam a person will be excited about next year’s calf crop. These beliefs are a little biased as Captain Kirk’s full sister are all among the top of this years red replacement pen. Homozygous polled test pending

MUIRHEADS NYDAM 54X
Dam of Lot 43

BEE DESIREE 637D
Dam of Lot 42
Dad’s favorite movie when I was growing up was Top Gun. In the movie there are two friends that are as close as brothers. One went by the name Maverick and the other was Goose. Last year Maverick, a maternal brother, to this guy was the high selling red bull that sold to Skyline Simmentals. So, it only seemed suiting to name this good, soggy, long spined, Challenger son, Goose. Goose’s mother has an excellent track record raising the heavy weight calves two years in a row and then Goose wasn’t born until the middle of February and gained an outstanding 3.71lbs per day on the cow. A cow that milks hard and puts everything she has into her calves. **Homozygous polled test pending**

Jabba caught the eyes of many visitors over the summer and is a bull that is still easy to look at. This wide backed square hipped bull already has that the look of an impressive herd bull. His mother is a direct daughter to our old red flush cow KOP 67U. She is one of those cows that you can bred anyway you want, and she will raise a top end calf. Her first calf was one of the high sellers in our 2018 Bull Sale. Her second is a picture perfect bred heifer and her third is Jabba. Not bad for a young cow. **Homozygous polled test pending**

Skywalker is a bull that has been easy to look at since the day he was born. He has a variety of characteristics that make him eye appealing. Words like wide topped, big butt, large barrel, soggy, dark red and a splash of chrome are all descriptive words that can be used for this guy. His mother, BEE 662D, is just a second calver on the farm and is already leaving her mark. Her first calf sold at the Western Harvest Female Sale in December to Remington Land and Cattle. This strong production shouldn’t come by surprise as she is a maternal sister to the great Yara cow that is Rust Mountain’s top red donor cow. Yara is creeping up on a total of $200 000 worth of progeny and embryos sold. Now add the strong maternal pedigree of Challenger into the mix and look out! **Homozygous polled test pending**
I look forward to hearing about this guy down the road. Dangles is going to be a lot like Challenger in that he is going to calve extremely well. He is smooth made and has a nice small nose. Dangles calves should then start growing shortly after they are born a never look back. His mother, BEE 657D, is a moderate framed dark red second calver that looks to have a promising future. Her first calf is among the top red heifers and will likely be here for the long haul. Dangles' great great grandmother just left this fall at nearly 14 years of age. Her great grandmother will have her 8th calf this January. As we all know longevity is a key component in making an animal profitable. Homozygous polled test pending

Dakota is a full sibling to a bull that sold in last years sale to the Buist Family. Needless to say, these two brothers are very similar in their body type and has been a cross that has worked so well that I now have another good third full brother that has been born at the start of January. I have been hoping for a heifer calf! Fourth times a charm…. Dakota's dam, BEE 332A, would be a cow that I would rank very high in the red program. She has registered all her calves to date and has daughters selling to Sather Simmentals and Spring Creek Colony. I would love to watch this guy walking around with my cows. Homozygous polled test pending

Wow! Depth, width, color, hair, big feet…. What doesn’t this guy have! Dakota is a full sibling to a bull that sold in last years sale to the Buist Family. Needless to say, these two brothers are very similar in their body type and has been a cross that has worked so well that I now have another good third full brother that has been born at the start of January. I have been hoping for a heifer calf!…… Fourth times a charm…. Dakota's dam, BEE 332A, would be a cow that I would rank very high in the red program. She has registered all her calves to date and has daughters selling to Sather Simmentals and Spring Creek Colony. I would love to watch this guy walking around with my cows. Homozygous polled test pending
RRS RED IRON T20
MAR MAC DEB 212A
D BAR C DEB 372N

A big framed Blue Chip son that is as long as the kitchen table. Lots of people will overlook this guy because it says he has a 102 lbs birth weight, which he does. However, when he was born, he was as long as the weigh scale. This extra length adds pounds at birth that won’t create calving problems. If anything, it helps. The crazy part is that this extra length also adds pounds in the fall at weaning time. Workman is the result of the purchase of Mar Mac Deb 212A at the Workman Dispersal sale. We had her ranked very high and are really happy to have her working for us. Deb is a heavy milking cow that is also long spined and deep bodied. Homozygous polled test pending.

BEE WILFRED 603G
POLLED PUREBRED 1285146 BEE 603G JAN 23, 2019

KOP COMMOTION 57Z
BEE MISS HURRICANE 603D
BEE MISS HURRICANE 144Y

Wilfred is another good framed Blue Chip son. When we decided to pursue Blue Chip, we wanted a bull that was going to add some frame to our red program but still leave the depth of body that we strive for. We also wanted to add a sire that would leave us a strong set of replacement females. Well those first females are now calving, and he has added a lot of milk into his daughters. A very good first step in the making of a strong female. Wilfred’s dam, BEE 603D, is a big framed female that was one of the top females in her respective year. Unfortunately, we lost her first calf but decided she deserved a second chance as it wasn’t her fault. Once you see Wilfred, I think you’ll see why. Homozygous polled test pending.

BEE CHEWBACKA 441G
POLLED PUREBRED 1285121 BEE 441G JAN 15, 2019

MR HOC BROKER
BEE ATTACK 441B
IPU MS. BLACK ATTACK 250Z

If you like having cattle with good hair coats, you might want to take a look here. As I write this comment it is -41 with the windchill. I’m too scared to go look but I bet this bull doesn’t even feel it. Chewbacca comes by his name honestly. He is a big bull with great neck extension and long spine. Oh and hairy. His mother is a cow with a perfect udder and in her prime years. She always brings in a good calf. Last year she had one of the feature bulls but unfortunately has injured himself at pasture. This calf was a three quarter sibling to Chewbacca. I should also mention that his sire, was our $33000 high selling bull from our 2018 sale going to Triangle Stock Farms. Homozygous polled test pending.
**BEE ROYALE 392G**

**POLLED PUREBRED**

**Sire**
- COME AS U R RED ROCKET
- MRL 130Y
- MRL MISS 138C
- MRL MISS 2423Z
- MRL MISS 493U

**Dam**
- ACS RED SHOOTER 934W
- BEE MADDY 392A
- BEE MS FUTURE 157Y

This bull is as dark as you can make them. Royale is a deep bodied, medium framed bull with the extra softness that is easy to look at. His mother, BEE 392A, is a strong milking cow that is the same color as Royale and goes back to the same cow family as our feature black bull. If you look closely you will find out that these two bulls are similar in their genetic make up, the only difference is a couple added calving ease sires on this guy. 392A’s only other son sold in our 2017 sale going to Kindra and Cody Mashon.

**BEE MORTAR 139G**

**POLLED PUREBRED**

**Sire**
- COME AS U R RED ROCKET
- MRL 130Y
- MRL MISS 138C
- MRL MISS 2423Z

**Dam**
- WHEATLAND BULL 468P
- BEE WINNE 139Y
- BEECH BROS WINNIE 914W

Mortar is maybe the squarest hipped and biggest topped bull in this year’s offering. Winnie is a deep barreled, picture perfect cow that has bred extremely well with Missile. Mortar is the third full sibling, and all have been highlights. The first was a sister that sold as a bred in the Red and Black Sale. The second was a highly sought after brother that sold to the wonderful Sande Family of Bowden and here is your chance to get a piece of excellence. It is hard not to admire Mortar for his muscle definition, but he also moves like a cat. Just like his brother it should be noted that Mortar was one of the heaviest bulls at weaning.

**BEE HEAT SEEKER 247G**

**POLLED PUREBRED**

**Sire**
- COME AS U R RED ROCKET
- MRL 130Y
- MRL MISS 138C
- MRL MISS 2423Z

**Dam**
- SS EBONY’S INTUITION 802
- BEE ZIANG 247Z
- BEECH BROS XIANG 13X

Speaking of Brimstone here is his full brother. Heat Seeker is a dark red bull that is loose hided and gets around with ease. Being a full brother to our 2018 high seller he has always had some big shoes to fill. That being said he didn’t disappoint weaning off with an actual weight of 902lbs at the end of August. Heat Seeker’s dam, BEE 247Z, has had an outstanding career to date registering now five consecutive calves. Not bad when we only register less than half of each calf crop. If you want your calves to be born the right size and wean off big, I would let this guy do some heat seeking at breeding time.

Non Dilutor by parentage. Homozygous polled test pending
Tactic is a solid red son of Missile that is smooth in his make up and soft in his appearance. Zenia, Tactic’s dam, is a big deep bodied cow with an udder that will last the ages. She was purchased from the great people at Virginia Ranch and has been a cow that continually puts females in the herd. This fall we decided that with two other daughters working for us that her third would make the trip to Western Harvest. Big Rock Simmentals had the winning bid and got a very good female. I would expect Tactic to calve with ease and put a great hair coat on his offspring. Homozygous polled test pending

Orbit is a soft made bull with a tremendous hair coat. He is also the result of a flush done on our lead red donor cow Nydam 54X. This cow has been a cornerstone for us and has now registered 15 direct offspring in her short time here. I should also mention that we are expecting another large group of embryo calves from her this spring with 3 more heifer calves already being born. She is a cow that is extremely easy doing and milks very well. Orbit has three full sisters in the heifer pen that all look very promising. Homozygous polled test pending

Huey is one of three Cliffhanger sons that will be on offer this year. Cliffhanger is a bull that we have used in the heifer pen for years and it will be hard to find a bull that can have calves born so easily and then bend the growth curves. This long spined, big topped, deep ribbed bull was to be honest, a bit of an accident that really worked out. I was afraid Cliffhanger was getting to big for the heifer and brought him in to take in for a semen collection. Well needless to say he found his way into a small group of cows over night and well…. Huey was born. Sometimes unplanned events can have happy endings! Homozygous polled test pending
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>bull name</th>
<th>birthdate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z</td>
<td>PWK MS DESTINY 318W 19A</td>
<td>BEE DEWEY 724G</td>
<td>JAN 6, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU RED WESTERN 49X</td>
<td>KWA MS ROCK 14X</td>
<td>BEE LOUIE 299G</td>
<td>FEB 26, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRL CAPONE 130B</td>
<td>BEE SANGRIA 733E</td>
<td>BLL HANGMAN 857F</td>
<td>DEC 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BEE DEWEY 724G**

*Sire:*KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z  
*Dam:*/PWK MS DESTINY 318W 19A  

**Description:** Dewey is a dark red, smooth made bull with the potential to be a very reliable heifer bull. With a 62lbs birthweight and a calving ease and birth weight EPD in the top 2% and 3% of the breed and his sire being Cliffhanger, there should be a very good chance that this guy will be an easy calver. His dam, BEE 724E, is a dark red, tidy uddered, now second calver, as she had a beautiful heifer calf’ here at the start of January. You might want to note that although born small this guy was able to wean off at 737lbs. Homozygous polled test pending.

**BEE LOUIE 299G**

*Sire:*/KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z  
*Dam:*/BEE SANGRIA 733E  

**Description:** With his brother being named Huey and Dewey, I figure this guy had to be named Louie. He is the third son of Cliffhanger and is the youngest bull is this year’s offering. It should be noted that this guy will celebrate his one year birthday just days before the sale and by looking at him you have to be impressed as a lot of the other bulls had their day a month and a half earlier. Louis’ dam, BEE 299Z, is a large deep bodied performance cow that has more than adequate milk in a beautiful square udder. This guy weaned off at an actual weight of 750lbs but because he was growing at 3.79lbs a day he adjusted high. Don't compare him to closely to the other bulls as he is in a different class. Homozygous polled test pending.

**BLL HANGMAN 857F**

*Sire:*/KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z  
*Dam:*/BEE SANGRIA 733E  

**Description:** Hangman is a low birth weight Cliffhanger son that was born on New Years Eve. You will appreciate his soft body type with lots of capacity in his middle, nice hair coat and quiet demeanour. His dam is a really tidy uddered first calver who did an excellent job. She stems from a super productive cow family that produced two high selling bulls last year to Langs in North Dakota and the Jenkins at Rimbey. Seeing Revolution in a pedigree is always a sign of extremely useful cattle. Hangman is also homozygous polled which gives the advantage of 100% of his calves coming polled. Homozygous Polled.
Gravity is the type of bull you have to admire for his overall smoothness. When I think calving ease, I see a bull that has a small head, tucked in shoulders and a long body. Gravity checks off all the boxes. Eclipse is out of a first calf heifer and was one of the best in the replacement pens that fall. She has a great udder, tons of hair and perfect feet just like her dam, and her granddam. She’s the type of cow that catches your eye in the pen because of her length and depth of body, tied in with a fancy front end and natural muscling all around. Gravity has acquired that wide top and adequate muscling from Eclipse as well and that long spine and smooth build from edge, our walking heifer bull. Gravity may not be the biggest bull in the pen, but if your looking for a bull to use on your heifers for years to come, look no further. Homozygous polled test pending

Tanner is a smaller framed bull with great muscling and should make a nice heifer bull. He has a strong set of EPD’s that read very nice for easy calving. Tanner is mothered by a first calf heifer that we selected from Skor Simmentals consignment at Red and Black in 2017. She was a heifer calf and we were very impressed with her excellent muscling and great hair coat. After buying her we decided that crossing her to the calving ease Skors High Roller would be an interesting cross. She dropped a perfect udder and did a good job on her first calf. Homozygous polled test pending

Admiral is a bull that has really been something to watch. He was born at a nice 81lbs birth weight to a first calf heifer that has a tidy little udder. It wasn’t very long and we knew that he had some grow in him and that mom must have some creamy milk. By pasture time he had nearly caught up to the big guys and didn’t slow down through out the summer. He weaned off well and continues to impress. If you like your bulls to have a solid set of EPD’s you might want to look at this guy as his rank extremely well. Admiral’s dam, BEE 720G, is a dark red female that was among the top of her group and looks like she will have a very productive career here on the farm. Homozygous polled test pending
Here is a hairy, dark red, blazed faced, calving ease bull. Bold is a bull that has impressed me from the day he was born. I remember watching his birth and thinking to myself ‘he’s too small’ but I was wrong. It didn’t take anytime at all and this guy was filling out and really started to look like something. His mother was our pick of the heifer calves at Chad and Michelle Beagle’s dispersal sale. She is a dark red blaze faced female that dropped an awesome little udder and by this guy’s weaning weight she must have some rich milk. Homozygous polled test pending. Homozygous black test pending.

Obsidian is a long spined, deep ribbed bull with great neck extension and a good square hip. He has always been a standout calf and spent the summer at the show pasture where he was admired by many visitors. Obsidian is a natural calf from the great Skors Dancer 71Z and was one of the heaviest bulls at weaning time. Dancer has spent some quality time in the donor pen and we currently have one full sister in production and three others that will be in production within the next two years. Dancer is a big barrelled cow that has an excellent udder and has the ability to consistently raise top end calves. To date she has put three sons through the bull sale, and they have went onto work for Hannah Simmentals, Greg Anderson and Ken Bergheim. Homozygous polled test pending. Homozygous black test pending.
**68 BEE BLACKSAND 61G**

**Sire**
COME AS U R RED ROCKET  
MRL MISSILE 138C  
MRL MISS 2423Z

**Dam**
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y  
BLACKSAND PHOEBE 61B  
SPRINGCREEK REBA 91U

Blacksand is a smooth made bull that has a great hair coat. He is moderate framed and has a skull that would lead one to believe that he will calve very well. Blacksand Phoebe 61B came to us as the high selling heifer calf from the Blacksand Dispersal Sale. She is a moderate framed cow with a big square hip and tons of volume. Her udder is perfectly level and has perfect sized teats. This fall her bred heifer was selected for the Western Harvest Sale and now calls home at Big Rock Simmentals in BC. Homozygous polled test pending.

---

**69 BEE BLACK GOLD 17G**

**Sire**
COME AS U R RED ROCKET  
MRL MISSILE 138C  
MRL MISS 2423Z

**Dam**
YR RED TIMELINE 38S  
C-K AURORA 7X  
C-K TURTLE 13T

A small birth weight Missile son. We have been using Missile for a number of years and are continually reminded why. Like Black Gold, his offspring are born without assistance and are easy doing often weighing up at weaning time. They also tend to have more middle to them and he adds that nice softness to all his offspring. Black Gold’s dam, Aurora has been a good cow with her most notable offspring to date being a daughter that continually raises top end calves. Homozygous polled test pending. Homozygous black test pending.

---

**70 BLL CODE BLACK 911G**

**Sire**
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z  
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D  
RF SCREAM 215Z

**Dam**
NCB COBRA 47Y  
LFE BS VIOLET 641A  
LFE BS VIOLET 128Z

Code Black 911G is a solid made specimen that is the result of purchased embryo that crossed two of the top animals in the breed. Captain Scream and Violet created a vast amount of attention and accumulated accolades as they both racked up banners from the major shows. They followed this up with quickly becoming breed leaders in production value with offspring that have been very popular. Code Black is thick made across his topline and down into his quarter with lots of neck extension. He is fluid in his movement and has that herd bull presence. He weaned off as one of my top bulls and has a ton of potential to be a potent herd sire. Homozygous Polled, Heterozygous Black
Ariat comes to you with a little more design to him. He has been a bull that is easy to pick out amongst the crowd but once you take a closer look, you realize he has many positive attributes. Being a Blue Chip son, he has a little more frame to him and outstanding stretch to his spine. Ariat has a nice small head and widens out all the way to his large hip. Usually these extra long bulls tend to appear to lack depth but not Ariat. BEE 271Z, Ariat’s dam, is a big bodied cow that produced our feature black bred heifer at the Western Harvest Sale selling to Diamond B Simmentals. Add that chrome and expect a solid set of calves from Ariat. Homozygous polled test pending

Night Shadow is a big hipped, long spined bull and is the only offspring in this year’s sale out of our lead black donor cow, Ms Tracker 49X. I could go on for days about the impact Ms Tracker has had on our program but I think simply said you could say that she advanced us to the next level and know that she will have an ever lasting impact to our herd. This year we have two full sisters that will be calving and both are dropping excellent udders with perfect teats. Then we also have a top replacement heifer that is hard not to get excited about. Four full brothers sold in last years sale and are now working at Skyline Simmentals, Neil and Kendra Frank, Greg Anderson and Alpina Dairy. To date Loaded Up has added milk into his females. Co owned with DGR Cattle Co. Homozygous polled test pending
Commercial Open Females

The commercial herd remains an important part of the operation and walk side by side with the purebred cows. Dad’s commercial herd has been developed meticulously over the past 40 years with great pride. Like the purebred herd, a great deal of emphasis is placed on the strength of cow families. If you have time just ask me about Dad’s tagging system and I will be able to reinforce how important these cow families are. Many of these heifers go back to some of Dad’s top producing cows. All the heifers have been palpated and are guaranteed open and ready to breed. **Heifers will be selling in groups of three.**
THANK YOU TO OUR 2019 BUYERS!
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

TERMS
The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable at par at sale location. The right of property shall not pass until after settlement is made. Transcon Livestock Corp. reserves the right to require a certified cheque as settlement before releasing any sale cattle. Should any purchaser fail to settle for his purchase Transcon Livestock Corp. reserves full power to resell the animal to the best advantage either publicly or privately, without further notice. Any loss arising from such resale together with keep and all other expenses shall be payable by the defaulter. All settlements must be made with the clerks of the sale before any cattle will be released.

BID
Every animal consigned to the sale must be sold by auction. No private sales will be allowed except as otherwise provided for in the terms and conditions. No by-bidding will be permitted. Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder.

SALES TAXES
Applicable sales taxes will be charged on semen, embryos and trucking fees (if listed), respective to the home province of the buyer, not the seller.

DISPUTES
In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved. If no further bid is made the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted the last bid. The auctioneer’s decision in such matters will be final.

PURCHASER’S RISK
Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold. Animals will be cared for at the purchaser’s risk for a reasonable length of time.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED
The information contained in this catalogue is believed to be true and accurate. However, the information has been supplied by the seller and neither Transcon Livestock Corp. or Keltey Whelan Designs assume any responsibility if the information supplied is not accurate.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
from the auction block will take precedence over the printed matter in the catalogue. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay attention to any such announcements.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY
A registration/recordation certificate issued by the applicable breed association and duly transferred will be furnished to the buyer of each animal after settlement has been made. It is the responsibility of the buyer to determine the acceptance of this certificate in any other association.

SHIPPING
Assistance will be given in making shipment after the sale but no risk is assumed by the Sales Management or Seller. Expenses incurred are the responsibility of the purchaser. Purchasers are requested to furnish shipping instructions when making settlement.

BREEDER’S GUARANTEE
As per applicable Canadian Breed Association Breeding Guarantee guidelines. Copies are available at the sale settlement desk to be picked up by the buyer at any time. In no event shall the seller be responsible for reimbursing more than the purchase price.

EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE
In cases where the animal is subjected to any hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.

HEALTH
It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine health requirements for importing any animal into his province or state. Transcon Livestock Corp. assumes no responsibility for the health status of any animal in the sale.

ACCIDENTS
Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither the Sales Management, auctioneer, consignors or Association assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
The above terms and conditions of the sale shall constitute a contract between the buyer and the seller and be equally binding to both. Resale of animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate transaction and the rights and obligations of the two parties connected thereto are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.

TRANSCON LIVESTOCK CORP IS AGENT ONLY
It is to be clearly understood that Transcon Livestock Corp. is only acting as a medium between buyer and seller and is not in any way responsible for any failure on the part of either party to live up to his obligations, neither does Transcon Livestock Corp. assume any financial obligations to collect or enforce collection of any monies between parties, and any legal action that may, in exceptional cases, be taken, must be between buyer and seller.

The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse bids from anyone who has a previous record of default in payment or who has not made proper credit clearance prior to the sale with the owner or Sale Managers.
Beachnor Bros
2 miles South of Intersection of Hwy 12 & Hwy 20
West 1/4 mile on Twp Rd 402

Directions:
8 miles North of Sylvan Lake on Hwy 20
West 1/4 mile on Twp Rd 402